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Abstract. Object detection uses computer vision technique to identify and locate
objects in an image or video. This feature can help to improve the security level as
it can be deployed to detect a dangerous weapon with object detection methods.
Driven by the success of deep learning methods, this study aims to develop and
evaluate the use the deep neural network for weapon detection in surveillance
videos. The YOLOv3 with Darknet-53 as feature extractor is used for detecting
two types of weapons namely pistol and knife. The YOLOv3Darknet-53 is further
improved by optimizing the network backbone. This is achieved by adding a fourth
prediction layer and customizing the anchor boxes in order to detect the smaller
objects. The proposedmodel is evaluatedwith the Sohasweapon detection dataset.
The performance of the model is evaluated in terms of precision, recall, mean
average precision (mAP) and detection speed in frame per second (FPS).

Keywords: Deep neural network · Artificial Intelligence · Surveillance video ·
weapon detection

1 Introduction

Dangerousweapons are being used in criminal activities and terrorism. Therefore, imple-
mentation of weapon detection in a surveillance camera (CCTV) can improve the secu-
rity level as it helps in automatically detecting weapon from the video feed. Current
implementation for weapon detection using deep neural network provides sufficient
high accuracy but suffers from poor detection speed and thus unable to work in real-
time application. The trade-off between accuracy and speed are the main problem to
implement the object detection in the real world especially for security purposes. Imple-
menting weapon detection is an important requirement in surveillance video system.
However, the weapon detection system faces difficulty to detect an object in low reso-
lution surveillance footage. Furthermore, monitoring the CCTV for 24 hours requires a
lot of manpower and due to human visual error, some security incidents may be missed.

The aim of this work is to develop and evaluate deep neural network model for a
weapon detection system to achieve high accuracy and fast inference time. In addition,
it aims to improve the deep neural model for a small weapon object. The system is
developed based on TensorFlow framework and uses the YOLOv3 Darknet-53 model.
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Fig. 1. A Deep Neural Network illustration

Fig. 2. A CNN Sequence to categorize the handwritten digits

1.1 Introduction of Deep Learning (DL)

The terms “deep learning” and “machine learning” are frequently used interchangeably.
Deep learning is a subset of machine learning, both fields are a subset of artificial
intelligence [15]. Deep learning involves the use of Deep Neural Network (DNN) which
involvedmultiple processing layers. The example of the deep neural network is shown in
Fig. 1, it consists ofmultiple layers between input and output layer. Each layer transforms
the input signal to another feature space.

Deep neural network model is inspired by the working mechanism observed in the
human brain. Before it can be used, the model is trained using a large amount of data.
Such training contributes towards excellent recognition accuracy in various applications.

Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a type of deep neural network, mainly used
for image and video. CNN consists of filters as its basic computational component. As
shown in Fig. 2, the filters are grouped into layer and multiple layers are stacked to form
the model architecture. The filter applies convolution to extract meaningful information
from the input image [14]. Figure 3 shows the output of convolution by using one specific
predefined filter. In CNN, multiple filters are being used. The filter parameters are not
predefined but are obtained through learning process.

The advantage of CNN is that it can automatically learns the filters from the training
images [14]. The spatial pattern of an image learned by CNNmodel helps it to recognize
and localize the object in the image. The example of CNN can be found in GoogLeNet,
ResNet, AlexNet, MobileNets, GoogLeNet_DeepDream, VGGNet, ZFNet and LeNet
[18].
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Fig. 3. Output of Convolution

Fig. 4. Handled object similar to weapon [1]

2 Literature Review

Detecting dangerous weapon from surveillance video is difficult. According to [2], the
attention of security personnel monitoring the CCTV will deteriorate after 20 minutes.
Paper [3] shows that after 12 minutes of continuous video monitoring, a security guard
is likely to miss up to 45% of screen activity, and after 22 minutes, up to 95% of activity
is missed. By implementing deep learning, the monitoring of the surveillance video feed
can be automated to detect important events.

Among the proposed object detection solution, YOLO architecture is one of the
most used method in real-time weapon detection [1, 4, 5]. YOLO architectures give a
balanced performance in accuracy and faster inference time compared to other CNN
models [1]. Besides, [6] uses Faster R-CNN with different feature extractors such as
Inception-ResNetV2, ResNer50, VGG16 and MobileNetV2 and the performances are
compared with YOLOv2model. Only Faster R-CNNwith Inception-ResNetV2 produce
a better mAP than the YOLOv2. Faster R-CNN uses Region Proposal Network (RPN)
to make the prediction more accurate, however the downside of this architecture is it
reduces the inference time.

To improve weapon detection performance, relevant confusion object is added to the
training set [1]. The weapon such as pistol and revolver are small, and it is likely to be
confused with other small objects. Figure 4 shows sample of small hand-held objects
that are likely to be confused as weapon. The YOLO model cannot achieve good result
with small objects as it has been pre- trained with high quality training images [1][7].

In [8], YOLOv3 algorithm has shown good performance to detect small and large
objects due to its network with three prediction scales. The performance of YOLOv3
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Table 1. Comparison of different method pre- processing and their performance [9]

Fig. 5. The AATpI illustration, where the white box represents a true positive [9]

can be further improved by choosing the suitable number of candidate anchor boxes and
their aspect ratio dimensions for each scale.

In the paper titled “Brightness guided pre-processing for automatic cold steel weapon
detection in surveillance videos with deep learning” [9], amethod calledDaCoLT (Dark-
ening and Contrast at Learning and Test stages) is proposed to improve the robustness
of the weapon detection model with regards to variation of brightness. There are two
data-augmentation stages used. The method applies training with brightness and visual
quality adjustment. Table 1 illustrates different method of pre-processing result with
different performances.

In order to evaluate weapon detection signal flagged by the model, the proposed
AATpI (AlarmActivation time per Interval) [10] is used. AATpI is a metric that indicates
how long it takes for an automated detection alarm system to identify at least k successful
frames of true positives. Figure 5 shows the alarm detection system diagram. The crime
alert can then be generated automatically and send to the authority through email or
Short Message Service (SMS).

In summary, YOLOv3 model can be used for object detection improvement as it
achieves good result in accuracy and fast detection speed. In comparison to CNN archi-
tectures such as Faster R-CNN and SSD, the complexity of its network increases the
training time.
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3 Approach

3.1 Design Requirements

YOLOv3 is an object detection algorithm based on convolutional neural network and
uses the concept of bounding box regression [16]. Instead of processing region of interest
(ROI) to detect the target object, it directly predicts bounding boxes and its classes for
the image with a single stage architecture. YOLOv3 components consists of feature
extractor, prediction layer and grid cells with anchor boxes. Given an image, the feature
extractor compute the salient feature and it is passed to the prediction layer to produce
the predicted bounding boxes.

3.1.1 Feature Extractor

TheDarknet-53 is a feature extractor designed specifically forYOLOv3 and it consists of
53 convolutional layers as shown in Fig. 7. TheDarknet-53 feature extractor or backbone
is chosen mainly due to its high accuracy when compared to other models. Darknet-19
is a smaller model with 19 convolutional layers. Figure 6 [11], shows the performance
of Darknet- 53 is higher when compared to Darknet-19 and ResNet-101. However,
when compared with Darknet-19 as backbone, the detection speed of YOLOv3 with
Darknet-53 is slower in terms of detection speed as measured in FPS (Frame Rate per
Second).

3.1.2 Bounding Box Regression

The bounding box is defined as the rectangular spatial box that defines the predicted
object location in the image. Every bounding box has width (b_w), height (b_h), class
(knife or pistol) represented by c and bounding box centre (b_x, b_y). Figure 8 shows
the bounding box definition.

During image classification and localisation, the model will predict bounding box,
class of the object, center of bounding box and probability of object in bounding box.

3.1.3 Grid Cells and Anchor Boxes

The YOLOv3 algorithm works by dividing the image into N grid cells with equal size
(S × S). Each grid cell has a set of predefined anchor boxes with certain height and

Fig. 6. Comparison of Backbone [11]
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Fig. 7. Architecture of Darknet-53 [11]

Fig. 8. Bounding box of detected object

Fig. 9. Example of grid cells of size (3 × 3)

width. Each anchor box predicts the object label, probability of the object presents in the
cell within the anchor box and the bounding box coordinate (w, h, x, y). For instance, in
Fig. 9, the image is divided into 9 (3 × 3) grid cells. Each grid cell with anchor boxes,
predicts the presence of the object in the cell. The size of the grid cell will influence the
ability of the model to make prediction for small object. Therefore, smaller grid cell is
used for detecting smaller object as shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Comparison between large grid cells and small grid cells

3.2 Optimization of YOLOv3 Darknet-53

Modification on YOLOv3 model has been made to improve the performance of the
model for detecting gun and pistol. The modification is made by using custom anchor
boxes, dataset expansion and adding extra prediction layer.

3.2.1 Custom Anchor Boxes

By default, YOLOv3 is designed for object detection in COCO (Common Objects in
Context) dataset for 80 object categories. Hence, the model needs to be modified to
accommodate the detection of object from two classes namely knife and pistol. In addi-
tion, anchor boxes need to be customized to detect the small knife and pistol object in
the Sohas weapon detection dataset [12].

The custom anchor boxes are generated by using K- Means clustering on the Sohas
training dataset. K-means clustering is an unsupervised algorithm to group similar data
points together in order to discover the underlying pattern. This can be achieved by
grouping the data into a selected number of clusters. A total of 4014 data points has
been used to obtain anchor boxes dimension that cover the pistol and knife objects in the
training image set.Next, theK-means clustering is used to group them into predetermined
number of clusters. Experiment on the use of different number of clusters and its impact
on the coverage of the ground truth object is shown in Fig. 11. The higher the number
of clusters, the performance as measured by Average IoU (Intersection Over Union)
becomes higher. The number of cluster N is chosen to be 9 since the curve is flattened
at N=9. Therefore, 9 anchor boxes is defined for each grid cell and the anchor box
parameters are obtained from the cluster’s centroid.

3.2.2 Dataset

In order to evaluate the performance of the detection model, the Sohas weapon detection
dataset [12] is used. The dataset contains 4014 images with weapons. The images are
categorized based on the type of handheld weapon objects used, namely pistol and knife.
A total of 3250 images is used for training and 764 images are used for testing the trained
model. The number of images for the two classes is approximately balanced. A total of
1425 images from the pistol category and 1825 images from the knife category is used
for training. The test set consist of 374 pistol images and 390 knife images.
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Fig. 11. Architecture of Darknet-53 [11]

The Sohas dataset lacks blurry image sample typically found in surveillance video
frame. Therefore, the training and test samples is expanded with blurry images from
surveillance video to obtain a larger and more diverse dataset. This can help the model
to generalize better with images obtained from surveillance videos.

The additional images are obtained by extracting the images from theYouTube video.
Five surveillance videos obtained from Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) camera are
downloaded from YouTube. One frame is extracted every ten seconds of the video and
the image that contained weapons are used. This dataset is named as Dataset 1 with a
total of 479 images. A total of 339 images is allocated for model training and 140 images
for testing.

3.2.3 Addition of Prediction Layer

As the knife and pistol objects are seen smaller in the video, sometimes it can be unde-
tected by the YOLOv3 model. We propose to add another prediction layer with smaller
scale to the YOLOv3 backbone.

The default YOLOv3 model consists only of three prediction layers. The prediction
layer Predict 1 with grid cells size 13× 13 is used for detecting large object. The Predict
2 layer is used for detecting the medium size object and it has the grid cells of size
26 × 26. Predict 3 layer has the resolution 52 × 52 and the scale is still not suitable for
detecting small object like knife and gun. We add another prediction layer (Predict 4) at
grid cells size 104 × 104 to cater for the detection of smaller object. The Fig. 12 shows
the Predict 4 layer added to the original YOLOv3 network.
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Fig. 12. Prediction layer Predict 4 added

Table 2. Comparison of performance for YOLOv3 with different dataset

4 Discussion of Findings

The YOLOv3 model is trained and evaluated with the Sohas dataset. In the second
experiment trial, the surveillance video images from YouTube (Dataset 1) is added
to the Sohas dataset and is used for model training and evaluation. Object detection
performance in Table 2 shows improved result when the training images is augmented
with additional surveillance video images.

The next experiment evaluates the performance of the customized YOLOv3 model
with one additional prediction layer (Improved YOLOv3 Darknet-53). Comparison of
the performance of the original YOLOv3 model and the improved model is shown in
Table 3. It is observed that the Mean Average Precision (mAP) improved from 88.97%
to 90.20% with a slight reduction in detection speed from 10.25 to 12.32 Frame Rate
Per Second.

4.1 Precision vs Recall Graph

In order to measure the performance of weapon object detection by the proposed model,
the precision recall curve is used. The IoU threshold for positive class identification is
set to 0.5. The Precision P and Recall R metric are calculated by using formula (1) and
(2).

P = TP

TP + FP
(1)
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Table 3. Comparison of performance for YOLOv3 with Improved YOLOv3 by using Sohas
Dataset

Fig. 13. Precision vs Recall graph for Improved YOLOv3

R = TP

TP + FN
(2)

The precision-recall (PR) curve graph for the knife and pistol detection is plotted
based on the precision and recall with various confidence level of the model predictions.
Figure 13 shows the PR curve for the detection of knife and pistol. The detection of
combined knife and pistol classes is shown as well. The performance of the trained
model on the knife object detection is better than pistol. This is due to the appearance
of the pistol that is more similar to commonly handheld objects.

4.2 Result on Image and Video

Figure 14 and 15 shows sample object detection results using improved YOLOv3
Darknet-53. The results demonstrate the ability of the improved YOLOv3 model in
detecting the small pistol and knife object. The model manages to detect the object
successfully even with cluttered background and in low brightness scene.

When the model is tested on an actual surveillance scene, it manages to detect the
weapon successfully. This shows the capability of the trained model for detecting small
weapon object in a blurry scene as well.
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Fig. 14. Object detection for Pistol in different background using Improved YOLOv3Darknet-53

Fig. 15. Object detection forKnifewith different brightness using ImprovedYOLOv3Darknet-53

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The weapon detection using YOLOv3 architecture is implemented and trained with
the Sohas weapon dataset. The original YOLOv3 model is improved and optimized
to increase its performance for detecting small weapon object that include knife and
pistol. The YOLOv3 anchor box parameters are optimized with the use of K-Mean
clusteringmethod. Both the original and improvedYOLOv3 shows good accuracy on the
Sohas evaluation dataset. The experiment results show that addition of extra prediction
layer for detecting small object in YOLOv3 lead to better performances in mAP with
slightly slower detection speed. Training data augmentation from actual surveillance
video images helps the model gain slight performance improvement.
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